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an anisotropic Jordan*-triple A to that of subtriples of A. For a subtriple B of A 
define the kernel Ker(B) and the annihilatorB ± of B to be the subsets {a ~A:  
{BaB} = {0}} and {a ~A:  {BaA} = {0}}, respectively. The Peirce spaces Bi, i = 
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B 1 = Ker(B) ~ Ker(B ±), and B 2 = B. A pair (B, C) of subtriples of A is said to 
be compatible if A coincides with (~) B i • Cj. The subtriple B is said to be i , j=0,1,2 
self-compatible if it is compatible with itself. A self-compatible subtriple B is 
complemented in that B * Ker(B) coincides with A, which implies that B is an 
inner ideal in A. It follows that a pair (u, v) of tripotents in A is compatible if and 
only if the ranges im PE(U), im PE(V) of the Peirce projections PE(U) and P2(v) 
form a compatible pair of subtriples. Moreover, for any tripotent u, im P2(u) is a 
self-compatible subtriple of A. For the special case of a JBW*-triple A it is shown 
that a subtriple I is compatible with every self-compatible subtriple J if and only 
if I is a complemented i eal in A. These results are then applied to abelian 
JBW*-triples, W*-algebras, and Hilbert spaces. © 1999 Academic Press 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
A major tool in studying the structure of Jordan pairs, Jordan algebras, 
and Jordan*-triples is the Peirce decomposition of the Jordan pair or 
Jordan algebra with respect o an idempotent or of the Jordan*-triple with 
respect o a tripotent. In the case of a Jordan*-triple A, a tripotent u gives 
rise, canonically, to three pairwise orthogonal projections Po(u), Pl(U), 
Pz(u), the Peirce projections relative to u, which sum up to the identity 
map of A. The ranges of these projections are subtriples, and the triple 
arithmetic onnecting them is referred to as the Peirce rules. In his paper 
on compatible Peirce decomposition of Jordan triple systems [28], 
McCrimmon characterizes those pairs (u, v) of tripotents that yield a 
simultaneous Peirce decomposition of A, namely, for i, j = 0, 1, 2, 
ei(u)eAv) = g(v )e i (u ) .  
Such a pair of tripotents is said to be compatible. 
The purpose of this paper is to extend the notion of compatibility of 
tripotents to that of subtriples of an anisotropic Jordan*-triple A. For a 
subtriple B of A define the kernel Ker(B) and the annihilator B ± of B to 
be the subsets {a ~ A: {BaB} = {0}} and {a ~ A: {BaA} = {0}}, respec- 
tively. The Peirce spaces B i, i = 0, 1, 2, of B are defined in terms of the 
kernel and the annihilator by B 0 = B ± , B 1 = Ker (B)~ Ker(Bl ) ,  and 
B 2 = B. A pair (B, C) of subtriples of A is said to be compatible if
A= (~ B iAC j. 
i,j=O,1,2 
The subtriple B is called self-compatible if it is compatible with itself. A 
self-compatible subtriple B is complemented in that B • Ker(B) coin- 
cides with A and, therefore, is an inner ideal in A. It follows that a pair 
(u,v) of tripotents in A is compatible if and only if the ranges 
im PE(U),im P2(v) of the Peirce projections P2(u) and Pz(v) form a 
compatible pair of subtriples. Moreover, for any tripotent u, im P2(u) is a 
self-compatible subtriple of A. 
A linear projection P on a Jordan*-triple A is said to be structural if, 
for elements a, b, and c in A, 
{PabPc} = P{aPbc}. 
These projections have been studied extensively in [11] and [14]. For every 
self-compatible subtriple B there exist uniquely determined strdctural 
projections Po(B) and P2(B) such that the range of Po(B) coincides with 
B 0 and that of P2(B) coincides with B2, respectively. It follows that the 
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range of the projection id A - Po(B) - P2(B), denoted by PI(B), is equal 
to the 1-Peirce space B 1 of B. Accordingly, a pair (B, C) of self-compatible 
subtriples of A is compatible if and only if, for i, j = 0, 1, 2, 
~(B)~(C)  = ~(C)~(B) .  
In Section 2 of this paper definitions are given, notation is introduced, 
and certain preliminary results are described. Section 3 is devoted to a 
study of the relation of compatibility among subtriples in the purely 
algebraic setting of anisotropic Jordan*-triples. The special role played by 
ideals in this framework is investigated and emphasized in Section 4. 
The metric and topological properties of the special case of a JBW*-tri- 
pie render the situation much more transparent. A subtriple B of a 
JBW*-triple A is self-compatible if and only if it is complemented, if and 
only if it is a weak*-closed inner ideal of A. A structural projection P is 
called central if it commutes with every structural projection on A. As a 
main result it is shown that the condition that the structural projection P 
is central is equivalent to any one of the three conditions that P lies in the 
centroid .7(A) of A, that the range im P of P is an ideal in A, and that P 
is an M-projection on the Banach space A. As a corollary it follows that a 
subtriple I is compatible with every self-compatible subtriple J if and only 
if I is a complemented ideal in A. This is done in Sections 5 and 6. In the 
final section these results are applied to abelian JBW*-triples, W*-alge- 
bras, and Hilbert spaces. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
Let A be a complex vector space. A triple product on A is a map { ... }: 
A × A X A ~ A, which is symmetric-bilinear in the outer variables and 
conjugate linear in the middle variable. A Jordan*-triple A is a complex 
vector space equipped with a triple product that satisfies, for all elements 
a, b, c, d, and e in A, 
{ab{cde)} - {ca{abe}} = {{abc} de} - {c{bad} e}. (1) 
Odd powers of an element a in A are recursively defined, for natural 
numbers n, by 
a 1 =a,  a 2n+l = {aaZ"-la}. 
A subspace B of the vector space A that is closed under the formation of 
triple products of its elements is said to be a subtriple of the Jordan*-triple 
A. A subspace J of A is called an inner ideal (resp. ideal) if the subset 
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{JAJ} (resp. the subset {AAJ} + {AJA}) is contained in J. Clearly, an 
ideal in A is an inner ideal, and an inner ideal is a subtriple of A. The 
Jordan*-triple A is said to be anisotropic f, for elements a in A, a 3 equals 
zero implies that a equals zero. 
For a pair a, b of elements in the Jordan*-triple A, let D(a, b) and 
Q(a,b) be mappings from A to A defined, for elements c in A, by 
D(a,b)c= {abc}, Q(a,b)c = (acb}, 
respectively. The linear map D(a, b) (resp. conjugate linear map Q(a, b)) 
is referred to as the multiplication operator (resp. quadratic operator) 
associated with the pair (a, b). For an element a in A let Q(a) denote the 
mapping Q(a, a). 
An element u in a Jordan*-triple A is said to be a tripotent if u 3 is 
equal to u. The set of tripotents in A is denoted by ~'(A). For each 
tripotent u in the Jordan*-triple A, the linear operators Po(u), Pl(U), and 
P2(u), defined by 
Po(u) = id A - 2D(u,u) + Q(u)  2, e l (u  ) = 2(D(u,u) - Q(u)2), 
P2(u) = Q(u) 2, 
are mutually orthogonal linear projections on A, that is, Pj(U)Pk(U) = 0, 
for j ~ k, with sum equal to id A. These maps are referred to as Peirce 
projections relative to the tripotent u. Their ranges, denoted by Aj(u), 
j = 0, 1, 2, are called Peirce spaces relative to the tripotent u. They give rise 
to the following direct sum decomposition: 
A =Ao(u  ) *A l (u  ) ¢A2(u ) (2) 
which is said to be the Peirce decomposition of A relative to u. The 
eigenvalues of the multiplication operator D(u, u) associated with the pair 
(u, u) are contained in the set {0, 1 3, 1}. If j/2, where j is equal to 0, 1, or 2, 
is an eigenvalue of D(u, u), then Aj(u) is the corresponding eigenspace. 
For j, k, and l equal to 0, 1, or 2, the following Peirce multiplication rules 
hold: 
{Ai(u) Aj(u) Ak(u)} c ( {0} 
if0 < i - j  + k < 2, 
(3) 
otherwise. 
Moreover, 
{AA2(u ) Ao(u)} = {AAo(u ) A2(u)} = {0}. 
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A pair (u, v) of tripotents in A is said to be compatible [28] if, for 
i , j  = 0,1,2, 
= 
A pair (a, b) of elements in an anisotropic Jordan*-triple A is said to be 
orthogonal (denoted by a ± b), provided that the multiplication operator 
D(a, b) is equal to zero. By [15, Lemma 3.1], it follows that orthogonality is 
a symmetric relation. Moreover, for an element a in A, a ± a if and only 
if a is equal to zero. For a subset L of A, denote by L"  the subset hat 
consists of all elements in A that are orthogonal to all elements in L. The 
subset L l is said to be the annihilator f L. By [15, Lemma 3.2], L ± is an 
inner ideal in A. Moreover, for subsets L, M in A, L "  AL _c {0}, 
L _L  ± J-, and L _M implies that M-c_c_ L ' .  Notice that for every 
tripotent u in A, the annihilator (AE(U)) ± of A2(u) coincides with the 
subspace Ao(u). In general, (AE(U)) ±± is different from AE(U). For 
tripotents u, v in A, write u _< v if v - u is a tripotent orthogonal to u. 
The binary relation < is a partial ordering on ~/(A) with 0 as the least 
element. 
For each nonempty subset B of the anisotropic Jordan*-triple A, the 
kernel Ker(B) of B is the set of elements a in A for which {BaB] is equal 
to {0}. It follows that the annihilator B ± of B is contained in the subspace 
Ker(B) and that B n Ker(B) is contained in {0}. A subtriple B of A is 
said to be complemented [27]if A coincides with B • Ker(B). A comple- 
mented subtriple of A is an inner ideal. A linear projection P on the 
anisotropic Jordan*-triple A is said to be a structuralprojection [26] if, for 
each element a in A, 
PQ( a)P = Q( Pa). 
It has been shown in [11], Lemma 3.1, and Corollary 3.5 that the range 
im P of a structural projection P is a complemented subtriple, and that 
the kernel ker P of the map P coincides with Ker(im P). For a comple- 
mented subtriple B, the linear projection P, the image of which coincides 
with B and the kernel of which coincides with Ker(B), is structural. It 
follows that a complemented subtriple is the range of a unique structural 
projection. Notice that, for each tripotent u in A, the mappings Pc(u) and 
Po(u) are structural projections. 
A Jordan*-triple A that carries a complete norm I1" II such that D is 
continuous from A × A to the Banach space oq~'(A) of bounded linear 
operators on A and, for each element a in A, D(a, a) is hermitian with 
non-negative spectrum and satisfies 
I ID (a ,a )  ll = Ilall a 
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is said to be a JB*-triple. It can be shown [19] that, for elements a, b, and c 
in a JB*-triple A, 
II{abc}ll <-Itall Ilbl[ Ilcl[, II{aaa}l} = Ilall 3. 
The triple product on A is therefore norm-continuous. A JB*-triple A is 
anisotropic, and a norm-closed subtriple of A is a JB*-triple in its own 
right. Isomorphisms of JB*-triples are necessarily isometric mappings. 
Notice that, for any tripotent u in A, the Peirce space A2(u) is a 
JB*-algebra with respect o the multiplication a o b = {a u b}, the involu- 
tion a* = {u a u}, and the restricted norm of A. 
A JB*-triple A that is the Banach space dual of a Banach space A ,  is 
said to be a JBW*-triple. The pre-dual Banach space A .  is unique up to 
isometries, and the triple product is separately weak*-continuous [3, 18]. 
The bi-dual Banach space A** of a JB*-triple A admits an extension of 
the triple product of A, which makes A** into a JBW*-triple, referred to 
as the JBW*-triple envelope of A [8, 9]. 
Let A be a JBW*-triple. For every element x in the pre-dual Banach 
space A .  there exists a least tripotent e(x) in A, the support tripotent of x, 
such that e(x)(x) is equal to Ilxll [12]. For every element a in A, there 
exists a least tripotent r(a) in A, referred to as the support tripotent of a, 
such that a is a positive element in the JBW*-algebra A2(r(a)) [12, 16]. 
3. COMPATIBILITY IN JORDAN*-TRIPLES 
In this section the notion of compatibility of tripotents is extended to 
that of subtriples. Let A be an anisotropic Jordan*-triple, and let B be a 
subtriple of A. The subspaces B0, B 1, and B 2 of A are defined as 
Bo = B ± , BI = Ker( B ) A Ker( B ± ), B2 = B. 
For i = 0, 1, 2, B i is referred to as the ith Peirce space relative to the 
subtriple B. Let B, C be subtriples of A, and let i, j, i', j ' be equal to 0, 1, 
or 2. Then, 
(B i n cj) n (B i, n cj,) = {0} 
whenever (i, j) ~ (i', j'). Notice that 
B 1 ~ B 0 ___ Ker(B),  B 1 • B 2 __. Ker(B ±). (4) 
The cornmutator inA relative to the pair ( B, C) of subtriples is defined to be 
the subspace 
A(B ,C)= ~ B iAC j. 
i , j=0 ,1 ,2  
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Clearly, A(B, C) = A(C, B). A pair (B, C) of subtriples in A is said to be 
compatible, or B is said to be compatible with C if A(B, C) coincides with 
A. Notice that (A, {0}) is a compatible pair of subtriples. A subtriple B is 
said to be self-compatible if (B, B) is a compatible pair of subtriples. 
Trivially, A and {0} are self-compatible subtriples. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let A be an anisotropic Jordan*-triple, and let B be a 
subtriple of A. Then the following are equivalent: 
(i) 
(ii) 
pair. 
(iii) 
(iv) 
(v) 
(vi) 
I f  B is a 
B is self-compatible. 
There exists a subtriple CofA  such that (B,C) is a compatible 
B and B ± are complemented subtriples. 
A = B o • B 1 ~ B 2. 
(A, B) is a compatible pair of subtriples. 
({0}, B) is a compatible pair of subtriples. 
self-compatible subtriple, then 
B 1 • B o = Ker(B),  n 1 ~ B 2 = Ker (B ' ) .  
Proof. (i) =~ (ii): This follows upon choosing C equal to B. 
(ii) ~ (iii) Let a be an element in A. Then, for i, j equal to 0, 1, or 2, 
there exists an element a;, j in B i n Cj such that 
a = ~ ai, j. 
i,j=0,1,2 
Then 
a2, j E B 2 = B _ B± "_C_c Ker (B ' ) ,  
j=0,1,2 
ai,j e B 1 = Ker(B) N Ker (B ' ) ,  
j=0,1,2 
E ao, j eB  o =BIcc_ Ker(B).  
j=0,1,2 
Hence, 
a= E a ,j+ E al,j+ E ao,j BeKe (B) 
j=0,1,2 j=O,l,2 j=0,1,2 
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a = Y', ao, j+  Y'~ al, j+  Y'~ a2, j~B ± ~Ker (B  ±). 
j=0,1,2 j=0,1,2 jffi0,1,2 
Therefore, each of the subspaces B • Ker(B), B ± ~ Ker(B ±) is equal to 
A; hence, B and B ± are complemented subtriples. 
(iii) =~ (iv) Let a be an element in A. There exists an element b in B 
and an element c in Ker(B) such that a is equal to b + c. Furthermore, 
there exists an element d in Ker(B ±) and an element e in B ± such that c 
is equal to d + e. Since B ± is contained in Ker(B), 
d = c - e ~ Ker(B)  + Ker(B)  ___ Ker (B) .  
Therefore, d lies in Ker(B) A Ker(B ±). Hence, 
a =b +d+e EB 2 ~)B 1 ~B o. 
(iv) =* (i) Since, for i, j = 0, 1, 2, B i 0 By = 6idB i and B 2 + B 1 + B 0 = 
A, it follows that (B, B) is a compatible pair of subtriples. 
(iv) ¢~ (v) This follows easily since, for i = 0, 1, 2, A 2 C3 B i = B i and 
A 1 = A 0 = {0}. 
(iv) ,~, (vi) This follows since {0} 2 = {0} 1 = {0}, {0} 0 = A, and, for i = 
0, 1, 2, {0} 0 (3 B i = B i. 
The remaining assertion is a straightforward consequence of (iv) and (4). 
I 
Let u be a tripotent in the anisotropic Jordan*-triple A. Since Az(u) 0 = 
Az(u) ± = Ao(u) and, by (3), Al(U) c Ker(Az(u)) C~ Ker(A0(u)) , it follows, 
by (2), that Al(U) coincides with Az(u) 1. Therefore, by Lemma 3.1, the 
Peirce space A2(u) relative to the tripotent u is a self-compatible subtriple 
of A. 
PROPOSmON 3.2. Let A be an anisotropic Jordan*-triple and let B be a 
subtriple of A with kernel Ker(B). For i = O, 1, 2, let B i be the corresponding 
Peirce space. Let A(B, B) be the commutator f the pair (B, B). Then 
(i) {B 2 B 1 B 2} = {B 2 B 0 A} = (0}. 
(ii) {Ker(B) BA(B,  B)} __c_ Ker(B). 
(iii) {B oB 1B o}={B oB zA}={0}.  
(iv) {Ker(B ±) B"  A(B, B)} _ Ker(B "). 
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Proof. (i), (iii) These follow from (4), and because B o is equal to B~.  
(ii) Let a be an element in A(B, B), let b, c be elements in B, and let e 
be an element in Ker(B). Then, by (1), (4), and (i), 
{b {ace}b} = {{ceb}ab} + {ba {ceb}} - {ce {bab}} 
c {B Ker (B) (BA(B ,  B) B}} 
_c {B Ker(B){B 2 B 2 B2} } + {B Ker(B){B 2 B 1 B2} } 
+ {B Ker(B){B 2 B o B2} } 
{B Ker(B)  B} = (0}. 
(iv) This follows, by a similar argument, from (1), (4), (iii), and because 
B ~- is a subtriple. | 
With regard to Proposition 3.2 (i), (iii), more can be said if the subtriple 
in question is self-compatible. 
PROPOSITION 3.3. Let A be an anisotropic Jordan*-triple, and let B be a 
self-compatible subtriple of A. For i = O, 1, 2, let B i be the corresponding 
Peirce space. Let j, k, and I be equal to O, 1, or 2 and suppose that ( j, k, l) is 
different from (0, 1, 1), (1, 1, 0), (1, 0, 1), (2, 1, 1), (1, 1, 2), (1, 2, 1), (1, 1, 1), 
(2, 1, 0), and (0, 1, 2). Then 
gj-k+l 
{B i B k Bt} c {0) 
i fO<i - j+k<2,  
(5) 
otherwise. 
Proof. This follows from Lemma 3.1 and [15, Theorem 3.5(iv)]. | 
A self-compatible subtriple B for which (5) holds, for all j, k, l = 0, 1, 2, 
is said to be a Peirce inner ideal. Such subtriples have been studied in great 
detail in [15] and [17], where necessary and sufficient conditions are given 
for an inner ideal in a JBW*-triple to be a Peirce inner ideal. Clearly, for 
each tripotent u in an anisotropic Jordan*-triple A, the subtriple A2(u) is 
a Peirce inner ideal. 
Let A be an anisotropic Jordan*-triple, and let B be a self-compatible 
subtriple of A. By Lemma 3.1 and [11, Corollary 3.5], there exist uniquely 
determined structural projections P2(B) and Po(B) such that 
B=B 2=imP2(B  ), B l=B o=imPo(B  ). 
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Define PI(B) to be the mapping id A - P2(B) - Po(B). It follows, by [15, 
Theorem 3.5(i)], that PI(B) is a projection and that 
B 1 = im P I (B) .  
For i = 0, 1,2, Pi(B) is called the itk Peirce projection relative to the 
(self-compatible) subtriple B. Notice that, for i, j = 0, 1, 2, Pi(B)Pj(B) is 
equal to 6i, iP~(B). 
Let B be a self-compatible subtriple of A. The linear map D(B) from 
A to A defined by 
D(B) = ½(id A + P2(B) - Po(B)) 
is said to be the multiplication operator associated with the subtriple B. 
Notice that, for a tripotent u in A, the ith Peirce projection Pi(A2(u)), 
i = 0, 1, 2, relative to the self-compatible subtriple A2(u) is equal to the 
ith Peirce projection Pi(u) relative to the tripotent u. Furthermore, the 
multiplication operator D(Az(u)) associated with the subtriple A2(u) is 
equal to the multiplication operator D(u, u) associated with the pair (u, u). 
THEOREM 3.4. Let A be an anisotropic Jordan*-triple. Let B, C be self- 
compatible subtriples of A. For i = O, 1, 2, let Pi(B), Pi(C) be the Peirce 
projection, and let Bi, C i be the Peirce spaces relative o B, C, respectively. Let 
D( B ), D( C) be the corresponding multiplication operators. Then the following 
are equivalent: 
(i) (B, C) is a compatible pair of subtriples. 
(ii) For i, j = O, 1, 2, P~(B)Pj(C) = Pj(C)Pi(B). 
(iii) D(B)D(C) = D(C)D(B). 
(iv) For i = O, 1, 2, D(B)C i G Ci. 
Proof. (i) ¢~ (ii) This follows directly from the definitions. 
(ii) = (iii) This is obvious. 
(iii) =~ (ii) This follows from the fact that the Peirce projections relative 
to a self-compatible subtriple B are quadratic polynomials in D(B). 
Namely, P2(B) = 2D(B) 2 -D(B) ,  PI(B) = -4D(B)  2 + 4D(B), and 
Po(B) = 2D(B) 2 - 3D(B) + id A. 
(ii) =* (iv) This is immediate. 
(iv) = (iii) It follows that, for i, j = 0, 1, 2, 
~(C)D(B)~(C)  = ~, jD(B)~(C) .  
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Therefore, for i = 0, 1, 2, 
~(C)D(B)  = 
2 2 
E P~(C)D(B)Py(C)  = E 6 i , jD(B)P i (C)  
j=o j=o 
=D(B)~(C)  
and (iii) follows. | 
Let A be an anisotropic Jordan*-triple. It follows immediately from 
Theorem 3.4 that a pair (u, v) of tripotents in A is compatible if and only 
if the subtriple AE(U) is compatible with the subtriple A2(v). It has been 
proved in [28, Corollary 1.8] that a pair of tripotents is compatible provided 
that one of the tripotents lies in a single Peirce space of the other 
tripotent. The following corollary may be considered an extension of that 
result. 
COROLLARY 3.5. Let A be an anisotropic Jordan*-triple. Let B be a 
subtriple of A, and let u be a tripotent in A. I f  B is a self-compatible subtriple 
and u lies in one of the Peirce spaces B 2 or B o of B, then (A2(u), B) is a 
compatible pair of  subtriples. Moreover, if B is a Peirce inner ideal and u lies 
in the Peirce space B 1, then (A2(u), B) is a compatible pair of subtriples. 
Proof. Suppose that u lies in Bi, for some i = 0, 1, 2. Then, for k equal 
to 0, 1, or 2, 
D(AE(u) )B  k = D(u ,u )B  k c {B iB  i Bk}. 
If i ~ 1 then, by Proposition 3.3, 
{B i B i B~} c Bi_i+ k = B k. 
Therefore, for k = 0, 1, 2, D(A2(u))B k is a subset of B k. By Theorem 3.4, 
(A2(u), B) is a compatible pair of subtriples. When B is a Peirce inner 
ideal the second assertion follows, by a similar argument. | 
The commutator of a pair of self-compatible subtriples can be expressed 
in terms of the corresponding Peirce projections as follows. 
LEMMA 3.6. Let A be an anisotropic Jordan*-triple, and let B, C be 
self-compatible subtriples of A with commutator A(  B, C). For i, j = O, 1, 2, let 
Pi( B ), Pj( C) be the corresponding Peirce projections. Then 
A(B ,C)  = {a ~A:  [P i (B ) ,~(C) ]a  = O, V i , j  = 0,1,2}. 
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Proof. Let a be an element in A such that, for all i, j = 0, 1, 2, 
Pi( B)Pj( C)a = Pj( C)Pi( B)a. 
It follows that the lement Pi(B)Pj(C)a lies in B i n Cj. Since the operator 
Ei, j=o,I,2Pi(B)Pj(C) is the identity map on A, it follows that a lies in the 
commutator A(B, C). 
Conversely, let a be an element in A(B, C). Then, for each pair (i, j), 
i , j  = 0, 1,2, there exists an element ai, j in B i ¢3 Ci such that a is equal to 
Ei, j= 0, 1,2 ai, j" Then, for all k, l = 0, 1, 2, 
Pk( B)PI( C)a = ak, t = Pt( C)Pk( B)a. 
THEOREM 3.7. Let A be an anisotropic Jordan*-triple, and let B, C be 
self-compatible subtriples of A with corresponding multiplication operators 
D( B ) and D( C ). Then the commutator A(B, C) is the greatest ubspace of A 
such that 
(i) D(B)A(B, C) c A(B, C) and D(C)A(B, C) ~ A(B, C). 
(ii) The operators D( B ), D(C) commute on A( B, C). 
Furthermore, if both B and C are Peirce inner ideals, then A(B, C) is a 
subtriple of A. 
Proof It follows, by Lemma 3.6, that, for i, j = 0, 1, 2, 
Pi(B)A(B,C) c A(B,C), Pj(C)A(B,C) c_A(B,C), 
P/( B)I~(.. ~) Pj( c)lA(.,  ~) = ej( c ) l . ( . ,  ~) p,(B) I~<., ~). (6) 
The conditions (i) and (ii) follow since the multiplication operators 
D(B), D(C) are linear combinations of the corresponding Peirce projec- 
tions and the identity map id A . 
Suppose now that conditions (i) and (ii) hold true for a subspace L of A. 
Since a Peirce projection is a quadratic polynomial in the corresponding 
multiplication operator, we obtain (6) with L instead of A(B, C). For i, j 
equal to 0, 1, or 2, the mappings Pi(B) I LPj(C) I L are pairwise orthogonal 
projections on L and 
im(P~(B)LPj(C)IL) = im P~(B)IL n im Pj(C)IL 
= im Pi(B) n L n im Pj(C) n L 
c_Bi n C r 
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Since the projections Pi(B) I LPj(C) I L sum up to idL, we conclude that L 
is a subset of A(B,  C). The final assertion is easily verified. | 
The remaining results of this section are concerned with annihilators of 
subsets and compatibility. 
LEMMA 3.8. Let A be an anisotropic Jordan*-triple, and let B be a subset 
of A. I f  B"  is a self-compatible subtriple, then so is B ± ± 
Proof By Lemma 3.1, B ± and B ± ± are complemented subtriples. 
Clearly, B ± ± ± coincides with B-L. Hence, B ± ± and B"  " _L are com- 
plemented subtriples. Again, by Lemma 3.1, we conclude that B ± ± is 
self-compatible. |
PROPOSITION 3.9. Let A be an anisotropic Jordan*-triple, and let B be a 
complemented subtriple of A. I f  B z is a self-compatible subtriple, then both 
( B, B ±) and ( B, B ± ±) are compatible pairs. 
Proof. (i) Since B _ B j- z ___ Ker(B ±), it follows that 
Ker(B ±) n Ker(B ± 1) ___ Ker (B)  n Ker(B ±) (7) 
and 
(Ker(B)  n Ker (B±))  n B J- ± = Ker (B)  (~ B"  ± (8) 
Let a be an element in B ± ± . Since B is a complemented subtriple, there 
exist elements b in B and c in Ker(B) such that a = b + c. Hence, the 
element c = a - b is contained in B ± ± r3 Ker(B). Thus, a lies in B 
(B ± ± n Ker(B)). Therefore, 
B z "= B • (B ± " nKer (B) ) .  
(ii) By (7) and (8), the (B, B ±)-intersection table is as follows: 
ct B±2 B±x B±o 
B2 {0} {0} B 
B 1 {0} B ± 1 Ker(B) n B ± ± 
B o B "2 {0} {0} 
Then, by (9), and since B -~ is self-compatible, 
A(B ,  B ' )  = B±2 * B ±1 ~ B • (Ker(B)  n B"  ±) 
=B±2 ~B~I  ~B±o =A,  
and, therefore, (B, B ") is a compatible pair. 
(9) 
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(iii) Again, by (7) and (8), and since B ± ± ± coincides with B ± , the 
(B, B ± ±)-intersection table is as follows: 
A B ± l  B ±± B ±± 2 1 0 
B 2 B {0} {0} 
B 1 Ker (B)  f1 B ± ± B ± ± {0} 1 
B o {0} {0} B ± ± o 
By Lemma 3.8, B ± ± is a self-compatible subtriple. It follows, by (9) and 
Lemma 3.1, that 
A(B ,  B ± 1) = (B • Ker(B) N B ± ±) • B ± L1 (~ e £ l0 
-- B i± 2 ~ B i± 1 ~ B i lo  =A"  
Therefore (B, B ± ±) is a compatible pair. | 
COROLLARY 3.10. Let A be an anisotropic Jordan*-triple and let B be a 
nonempty subset of A. I f  B ± is a self-compatible subtriple, then ( B " , B ± ) 
is a compatible pair. 
Proof. By Lemma 3.1, B ± is complemented and, by Lemma 3.8, B ± ± 
is also self-compatible. Therefore, by Proposition 3.9, (B ± , B ± ) is a 
compatible pair. | 
4. IDEALS AND COMPATIBILITY 
PROPOSITION 4.1. Let A be an anisotropic Jordan*-triple. Let I be a 
complemented subtriple of A,  and let I ± be its annihilator. The following are 
equivalent: 
(i) I is an Meal. 
(ii) {AIA} c_I. 
(iii) I± = Ker(I). 
(iv) A=I~I  ± 
If I is an ideal, then I ± is a complemented ideal and I ' ± coincides with I. 
Moreover, (I, I ±) is a compatible pair of subtriples, and the 1-Peirce space 11 
relative to I is equal to {0}. 
Proof. (i) =, (ii) This is immediate from the definition of an ideal. 
(ii) =, (iii) Clearly, I ± is a subset of Ker(I). By [15, Lemma 3.4(i)], 
{Ker( I ) IA} c_ Ker(I). On the other hand, by hypothesis, the subset 
{Ker(I) IA} is contained in I. Therefore, by anisotropicity, {Ker(I)IA} 
coincides with {0}. This shows that Ker(I) is a subset of I ± . 
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(iii) =* (iv) This follows since I is complemented. 
(iv) ~ (i) This is easily verified. 
It follows, by (iv), that the subtriple I z is an ideal. Moreover, I ___ I ± j- 
Ker(I  ±). Let a be an element in Ker(I ±). Then there exists an element 
b in I and an element c in ! ± such that a is equal to b + c. Then, 
a -b=ce I  ±¢qKer( I  1) ={0}. 
Therefore, the element a lies in L Hence, I coincides with Ker(I ±). It 
follows that 1 ± is complemented and that I is equal to I ± ± The 
remaining assertions now follow immediately. | 
COROLLARY 4.2. Let A be an anisotropic Jordan*-triple, let I be a 
subtriple of A,  and let I ± be its annihilator. Then the following are equivalent: 
(i) I is a complemented ideal. 
(ii) A=I~I  ±. 
Proof (i) ~ (ii) This follows, by Proposition 4.1. 
(ii) ~ (i) By direct verification, I is an ideal. Since I ± is a subset of 
Ker(I), it follows that the two subsets coincide. | 
COROLLARY 4.3. Let A be an anisotropic Jordan*-triple, and let I be an 
ideal in A. Then I is a self-compatible subtriple if and only if I is a 
complemented subtriple. 
Proof This follows, by Lemma 3.1 and Proposition 4.1. n 
COROLLARY 4.4. Let A be an anisotropic Jordan*-triple, and let B be a 
self-compatible subtriple of A. Then B is an ideal if and only if the 1-Peirce 
space B 1 relative to B coincides with {0}. 
Proof Suppose that B is an ideal. Then B is a complemented ideal. It 
follows, by Proposition 4.1, that B 1 is equal to {0}. The converse follows 
from Proposition 4.1 and the fact that A coincides with B 2 ~ B 0. ] 
THEOREM 4.5. Let A be an anisotropic Jordan*-triple, and let P be a 
linear projection on A. Then the following are equivalent: 
(i) For all elements a, b, c in A,  
P{abc} = {Pabc} = {aPbc}. 
(ii) The map P is a structural projection, and, for all elements a, b, c 
inA,  
{eabPc} = {aPbc}. 
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ideal. 
(iv) 
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The map P is a structural projection, and the range im P of P is an 
The range im P of P is a subtriple and 
ker P = (im P)  ± . 
I f  so, then P is a triple homomorphism, id A - P is a structural projection, and 
im P is a complemented ideal in A.  
and 
Proof. (i) =, (ii) It follows that, for all elements a, b, c in A, 
{eabPc} = p2{abc} = P{abc} = {aPbc} 
p2{abc} = P{aPbc}.  
(ii) =~ (iii) Notice that im P is a complemented subtriple and that, for all 
elements a, b, c in A, 
e{aPbc}  = {PabPc} = {aPbc}.  
Hence, {Aim PA} c_ im P, and it follows, by Proposition 4.1, that im P is 
an ideal in A. 
(iii) =, (iv) Clearly, im P is a complemented i eal. By Proposition 4.1, 
im(id A - P )  = kerP  = Ker( im P)  = (im e)± . 
By Proposition 4.1, (im P)J- is a complemented i eal, and 
Ker(( im P)  ± ) = (im P)_t ± = im P. 
Since the kernel of the projection id A - P coincides with the range of P, it 
follows that id A - P is a structural projection. 
(iv) ~ (i) Let a, b, c be elements in A. There exist elements a2, b2, c 2 in 
imP and elements ao, bo, c o in kerP  with a =a 2 +a0,  b = b 2 + b0, 
c = c 2 + c 0. Since im P and (im P)  ± are subtriples of A, by Proposi- 
tion 3.2, 
P{abc}  = P{a 2 + a ob 2 + b oc 2 +Co} 
= P({a 2 b2 c2} + {a 0 bo Co)) = {a 2 b2 c2} 
= {eaebPc) ,  
(10) 
and, consequently, P is a triple homomorphism. 
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It follows from (10) that 
and 
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P{Pabc} = P{a z b 2 + b o c 2 + co} = P{a 2 b z c2} 
= e{abc}  
e{aPbc} = P{a 2 + a o b 2 c: + Co} = P{a 2 b 2 c2} 
= e{abc} .  
By Corollary 4.2 im P is an ideal. Since 
{Pabc} ~ {im PAA} c im P, 
it can be seen that 
P{abc} = e{eabc}  = {eabc} ,  
I 
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{aPbc} ~ {A im PA} c_c_ im P, 
P{abc} = P{aPbc} = {aPbc}.  
THEOREM 4.6. Let A be an anisotropic Jordan*-triple, and let I be a 
complemented i eal in A with annihilator I ~ . Let J be a self-compatible 
subtriple in A with annihilator J ±. Then (L  J) is a compatible pair of 
subtriples if and only if 
J=( Jn I )  ~( Jn I  ±) and J±=( J±nI )~( J±nl J - ) .  (11) 
Proof. Suppose that condition (11) holds true. For i = 0, 1, 2, let P~ and 
Qi be the ith Peirce projections relative to the self-compatible subtriple J, 
and L respectively. By Corollaries 4.3 and 4.4, Q1 is equal to zero. 
(i) Clearly, 
P2 = Q2P2 + (ida -- Q2)P2 = 02t'2 + QoP2 • 
Since, for every element a in A, Q2Pza lies in I and QoPza lies in I x , by 
hypothesis, QzPza lies in J o I and QoPza lies in J n I j- . It follows that 
ima2P2=J  N I ,  imaoP2=J  n I  l (12) 
Since im P0 equals J .L, it follows, similarly, that 
Po = QzPo + QoPo 
and that 
im QzP o = J J- n I ,  im QoP o = J ± h i '  (13) 
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(ii) For i , j  = 0, 1,2 define the mappings Rij: A ~ A by 
Ri] = a je ia j  
and notice that, for i, j, k = 0, 1, 2, 
Riialc = Q~ Rij.  (14) 
Furthermore, for i = 0, 1, 2, Ril = 0. By (12), it follows that 
R22R22 = a2P20202P202 = Q2P2(Q2P202) = a2P202 = R22 , 
R2oR2o = QoP2QoQoP2Qo = QoP2(QoP2Qo) = QoP2Qo = R2o. 
Similarly, by (13), 
Ro2Ro2 = R02 , RooRoo = Roo. 
Also, for i, j = 0, 1, 2, 
Ri2Rjo = 0 = RjoRi2. (15) 
Since P2, Po and Q2, Q0 are structural projections, by direct verification, 
the projections R22 , R2o , R02 , and Ro0 are also structural. Moreover, 
im R22 = im(Q2P2Q2) = J (3 I, 
im R2o = im(QoP2Qo) = J n I ± , 
(16) 
im R02 = im(Q2PoQ2) = j.L NI, 
im Roo = im( QoPoQo) = J± n I  ± • 
(iii) Let a, b be elements in A. Then, by (16), 
R22{aR20ba } = R22{a2a + aoaR20ba2 a + ao a} 
= R22{a2aR20ba2 } + 2R22{a2aR20baoa } 
(17) 
+ R22{QoaR20 b Qo a} 
= R220 + 2R220 + 0 = 0 
and, similarly, 
R2o{aR22ba } = O. (18) 
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Making use of the structurality of the projections R22 and R20, it follows, 
by (16), (17), and (18), that 
{(R22 + R20)ab(R22 + R20)a } = {R22abR22a } + 2{R22abRzoa } 
+ { R20a b R20a} 
=- {R22abR22a } + 2{R22a Q2bR20a} 
+ 2{R22a QobR20 a} + {R20abR20a } 
= {R22abR22a } + {RzoabR20a } 
=- R22{aR22ba } + R22{aR20ba } 
+ R20{aR22ba } + Rzo{aR20ba } 
= R22{a(R2u + R20)ba } 
+ R2o{a(R22 + R2o)ba } 
= (R22 -4-R20){a(R22 A-R20)ba }. 
By (15), R22 + R2o and, similarly, Ro2 + Roo are also structural projec- 
tions. Moreover, by (15), (16), and (11), it follows that 
im(R22 + R2o ) = im R22 -4- im R2o = ( J N I) • ( J t3 1 ±) = J 
and 
im(Ro2 +Roo ) = imRo2 + imRoo = ( J± h i )  ~ ( J "  h i ' )  = J±.  
By [11, Corollary 3.5], 
P2 = R22 + R20, Po = Ro2 q- Roo" 
Hence, by (14), PzQ2 = QzP2, PzQo = QoP2, PoQ2 = Q2Po, and PoQo = 
QoPo . Since 
ida = Q2 + Qo 
= Q2P2Q2 + Q2P1Q2 + Q2PoQ2 
+ QoPzQo + QoPiQo + QoPoQo 
= (R22 + R20 ) + (R12 + Rio) + (R02 + Roo ) 
= P2 + (R12 + Rio) + eo, 
we obtain 
P1 = R12 + Rio. 
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Therefore, by (14), ela2 = Q2P1 and P1Qo = aoe l  • The assertion fol- 
lows, by Proposition 3.4. 
The converse follows easily, since Q1 is equal to zero. I 
Let A be a Jordan*-triple. A subtriple B of A is said to be perfect if 
B = l in{BBB}.  
By spectral theory for JB*-triples [24], it follows that every norm-closed 
subtriple of a JB*-triple is perfect. 
LEMMA 4.7. Let A be an anisotropic Jordan*-triple, and let I be a 
complemented i eal in A with annihilator I ± . Then, for every perfect inner 
ideal J, 
J=( Jn I )  ~( Jn I ' ) .  
Proof. Clearly, ( J  n I)  • ( J  n I ±) is a subset of J. Conversely, let a 
be an element in J. By hypothesis, there exist elements bl, i, b2,i, and b3,i, 
i = 1,2 . . . . .  n, in J with a = ~,n=l{bl, ib2, ib3,i}. By Corollary 4.2, there 
exists, for i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  n, an element c i in I and an element d i in I ± such 
that b2, ~ is equal to c~ + d i. Then, 
n n 
a = ~.,{bl, ib2, ib3,i} = ~_, {bl, ic ib3,i} + {bl, id  ib3,i}. 
i=1 i=l  i=1 
The element En=l{bl,i Ci b3, i} lies in J n I, and, by Proposition 4.1, the 
element E/~l{bl, i d i b3, i} lies in J n I ± . Hence, a is contained in ( J  n I) 
~ ( Jn I±)  • I 
COROLLARY 4.8. Let A be an anisotropic Jordan*-triple, and let I be a 
complemented i eal of  A. Let J be a self-compatible subtriple in A with 
annihilator J ±. I f  the subtriples J and J ± are perfect, then (I, J )  is a 
compatible pair. 
Proof. This follows from Theorem 4.6 and Lemma 4.7. l 
5. COMPATIBILITY IN JBW*-TRIPLES 
In this section the algebraic results obtained above are applied to 
JBW*-triples. The first result shows the coalescence of the notions of 
self-compatible subtriple, complemented subtriple, and weak*-closed inner 
ideal. The equivalence is based on a nontrivial result obtained in [11]. 
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LEMMA 5.1. Let A be a JBW*-triple, and let B be a subtriple of Jl. The 
following are equivalent: 
(i) B is self-compatible. 
(ii) B is complemented. 
(iii) B is a weak*-closed inner ideal. 
Proof (i) =* (ii): This follows from Lemma 3.1. 
(ii) =, (iii): This follows from [11, Lemma 3.2]. 
(iii) ~ (i): By [15, Lemma 4.1], the annihilator B ± of B is also a 
weak*-closed inner ideal in A. Consequently, by [11, Theorem 5.4], both B 
and B ± are complemented, and, therefore, by Lemma 3.1, B is self-com- 
patible. | 
COROLLARY 5.2. Let A be a JBW*-triple. An inner ideal J in A is 
self-compatible if and only if J is weak*-closed. 
Proof This is a direct consequence of Lemma 5.1. | 
By [11, Theorem 5.3], a structural projection P on a JBW*-triple A is 
contractive and weak*-to-weak*-continuous. It follows that the multiplica- 
tion operator D(B) associated with a self-compatible subtriple B is both 
norm-continuous and weak*-to-weak*-continuous. 
THEOREM 5.3. Let A be a JB W*-triple. Let J be a Peirce inner ideal in A 
with associated multiplication operator D(J). Let K be a self-compatible 
subtriple in A with 2-Peirce projection P2( K). If  D( J )K c_ K, then 
D( J)P2( K ) = P2( K )D(  J).  
Proof. By [15, Theorem 4.8], D(J) is a hermitian operator in the 
Banach algebra .~(A), and, therefore, for all elements t in •, the operator 
exp(2itD(J)) is a linear isometry on A [5]. Since 
exp( 2itD( J) ) = e2itP2( J ) + eitel( J ) + e0( J ) ,  
we directly conclude that exp(2itD(J)) is a weak*-continuous triple homo- 
morphism. Notice that 
exp(2itD( J) ) . = exp(2itD( J) . ) .  
Suppose now that D(J)K c K, in which case 
P2( K )D(  J)P2( K) = D( J)P2( K ). (19) 
Let A 1 be the unit ball of A and let K# denote the subset {x ~A. :  
Ilxll = supa~KnA1 l a(x) I}. Let x be an element in K#. By [11, Lemma 
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5.2], the support ripotent e(x) of x lies in K. By Lemma 5.1, the subspace 
K is norm-closed. Therefore, by hypothesis, for all t in ~, the tripotent 
exp(-2itD(J))e(x) lies in K. Since 
(exp( - 2itD( J) )e( x) )(exp( 2itD( J) ) , x )  
= (exp(2 i tD( J ) )exp( -2 i tD( J ) )e(x) ) (x)  
= e(x) (x )  = Ilxll 
--II exp( 2itD( J ) ) , x II, 
by [12, Lemma 3.6], 
e( exp( 2itD( J ) ) , x ) < exp( - 2itD( J ) ) e( x ) . 
Consequently, e(exp(2itD(J)),x) lies in the subset A2(exp(-2itD(J)) 
e(x)), which, by [11, Lemma 2.1], is contained in K. Therefore, for all 
elements t in R, exp(2itD(J)), x lies in K#. But 
d 
dt exp(2itD( J) ,)It=0 = 2iD( J) , ,  
and since K~ is a norm-closed subspace of A , ,  it follows that the element 
D(J ) ,  x lies in K#. 
So far it has been shown that 
P2(K) ,D ( J ) ,  P2(K) ,  = D( J ) ,  P2(K) , .  
Taking adjoints and using (19), it can be seen that the operators D(J) and 
P2(K) commute. | 
When J is a Peirce inner ideal in the JBW*-triple A, Theorem 3.4 can 
be sharpened as follows. 
COROLLARY 5.4. Let A be a JBW*-triple and let J be a Peirce inner ideal 
in A with associated multiplication operator D(J). Let K be a self-compatible 
subtriple in A with annihilator K" .  Then (J, K) is a compatible pair of 
subtriples if and only if D( J )K c_ K and D(J)K ± c K ± 
Proof. (i) If (J, K) is a compatible pair of subtriples, then, by Theorem 
3.4, D(J)K c K and D(J)K ± c K ± 
(ii) Conversely, by Theorem 5.3, it follows that D(J) commutes with all 
Peirce projections associated with K. Therefore, the multiplication opera- 
tors D(J) and D(K) commute, and, by Theorem 3.4, (J, K) is a compati- 
ble pair of subtriples in A. | 
In reference to Theorem 3.7, let us mention the following corollary. 
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COROLLARY 5.5. Let A be a JBW*-triple. Let B, C be Peirce inner ideals 
in A with corresponding multiplication operators D(B) and D(C). The com- 
mutator A( B, C) is the greatest weak*-closed subtriple of A such that 
(i) D(B)A(B, C) c_ A(B, C) and D(C)A(B, C) c_ A(B, C). 
(ii) The operators D(B), D(C) commute on A(B, C). 
Proof By Lemma 3.6, the commutator A(B, C) is the intersection of 
the kernels of weak*-continuous mappings on A and is, therefore, weak*- 
closed. By Theorem 3.7, A(B, C) is a weak*-closed subtriple that meets 
the requirements. |
6. CENTRAL STRUCTURAL PROJECTIONS 
Let A be an anisotropic Jordan*-triple. The centroid Z(A)  of A is 
defined to be the set of all linear mappings T of A with the property hat 
there exists a mapping T*: A --+ A such that, for all elements a, b, and c 
in A, 
T{abc} = {Tabc} = {aTtbc} 
Tt{abc} = {Ttabc} = {a Tbc}. 
By the anisotropicity of A, the map T* is linear and uniquely determined 
by T. Clearly, T* is an element in .7(A). Compare this definition of 
centroid with that for a Jordan pair given by Loos [25]. 
It is readily verified that the centroid .7(A) is a subalgebra of the 
associative algebra of all linear maps on A. Furthermore, the mapping 
T ~ T* is an involution on ~(A),  that is, for elements S, T in .7(A) and 
scalars s, Tit = T, (sT)* = gT*, (S + T)* = S* + T*, and (ST) t = T*S t. 
PROPOSITION 6.1. Let A be a perfect anisotropic Jordan*-triple. A struc- 
tural projection P lies n the centroid .7( A ) of A if and only if the range im P 
of P is an ideal. If so, then P is equal to P*. 
Proof. Suppose that P lies in the centroid. Then, for all elements a, b, 
and c in A, 
Ppt{abc} = P{aPbc} = {PabPc} 
= P{abc} .  
Since A is perfect we conclude that PP* is equal to P, and, consequently, 
p* = (pp,)* = ppt = p. 
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It follows, by Theorem 4.5, that im P is an ideal. The converse is a direct 
consequence of Theorem 4.5. I 
THEOREM 6.2. Let A be a perfect anisotropic Jordan*-triple. .4 linear 
mapping T on A lies in the centroid .7(A)  of A if and only if, for all elements 
a, b, and c in A, 
T{abc} = {Tabc}, (20) 
or, equivalently, for all elements a in A, 
TD(a, a) = D(a,  a)T. 
Proof Suppose that T satisfies condition (20). Then, by (1), for all 
elements a, b, c, d, and e in A, 
T{a{bcd}e} = T({{cba}de} + {ad{cbe}} - {cb{ade}})  
= {{Tcba}de} + {ad{Tcbe}} - {Tcb{ade}} 
= {a{b Tcd}e}. (21) 
Suppose that, for elements bi, j, ci, k, i=  1,2,3, j=  1,2 . . . . .  m, k= 
1,2 . . . . .  n, in A, Ejm=l{bl,jb2,jb3,y} is equal to E~=I{Cl, k C2, k C3, k}. Then, 
by (21), for all elements a, d in A, 
It follows, by anisotropicity, that 
{bl,j Tbz,j b3,j} 
j= l  
= T a {bl, j bE, j b3H}d 
= a {Cl, k Tc2, k c3,k}d . 
n 
= g {cl, k rc2,k 
k=l  
Since A is perfect, a mapping S: A ~ A may be defined, for elements a
in A, by 
Sa = ~ {bj Tcjdj}, (22) 
j= l  
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where the elements bj, cj, dj, j = 1, 2 . . . . .  m, in A are chosen such that a 
is equal to E~= l{bj cj dj}. Then, by (21), for all elements a, b, and c in A 
with b equal to  Y'.~=l{dl, k d2, k d3,k}, 
{aSbc} = a e l ,k ra2 ,ka3,k}c  = r a {e ,ke2, e3, }c 
= r{abc}.  
As a consequence, by anisotropicity, S is a linear map, and, therefore, 
using (20) and (22), for all elements a, b, c,d, and e in A, 
S{ab{cde}} = S{{abc}de} - S{c{bad}e} + S{cd{abe}} 
= {{abc}Tde} - {c{baTd}e} + {cTd{abe}} 
= {ab{cTde}} = {abS{cde}},  
as required. | 
Let A be a JB*-triple. Let ~q~(A) be the unital Banach algebra of 
bounded linear operators on A. The continuous centroid .~b(A) of A is 
defined to be the intersection .~ ' (A)n~(A)  of the centroid of the 
Jordan*-triple A with ~'(A). The subalgebra .2"b(A) of ~(A)  is closed 
under the involution T ~ T t. Moreover, the involution on .r~b(A) is a 
conjugate-linear isometry. To see this, recall that from spectral theory [24], 
for every element a in the JB*-triple A, there exists an element b in A 
such that a = b 3. Then, for an element T in .~b(A), 
liT*all = [I T*{bbb} 11 = [[{b Tbb} II ~ Ilbll 3 IlZll = Ilall Ilrll. 
A bounded linear operator M on a Banach space E is said to be a 
multiplier on E if, for each element a in the set ext(E* 1) of extreme points 
of the unit ball E* 1 in the dual space E* of E, there exists a complex 
number SM(a) such that 
M*a = sM(a)a. (23) 
The centralizer of the Banach space E is the set of all multipliers M on E 
with the property that there exists another multiplier N on E satisfying, 
for all elements a in ext(E*l), 
sN(a ) = SM(a ). 
In [10, Theorem 2.8] it has been shown that the continuous centroids 
~'b(A) of a JB*-triple A coincides with the centralizer of the Banach 
space A. 
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Recall that a linear projection P on a Banach space E is said to be an 
M-projection if, for every element x in E, 
Ilxll = max{llexll, IIx - exll}. 
A subspace of E is said to be an M-summand if it is the range of a 
necessarily unique M-projection. 
This, together with the main results in [1, 2, 4, 6, 7], immediately eads to 
the following lemma. 
LEMMA 6.3. Let A be a JBW*-triple, and let ~(A)  be the Banach 
algebra of bounded linear operators on A. Let .~'b(A) be the continuous 
centroid of A, and let ext(A* 1) be the set of extreme points of the unit ball A* 1 
in the dual space A* of A. Then 
(i) With respect to the norm of ~'(A), the subalgebra .z~'b(A) of 
~(A)  forms a commutative W*-algebra with involution T ~ T t, defined 
above. 
(ii) The mapping T ~ st, defined by (23), is an isometric*-isomor- 
phism from .2"b( A ) onto a sub-W*-algebra of the space of bounded complex- 
valued functions on ext( A* 1). 
(iii) The self -adjoint idempotents in the commutative W*-algebra .~b (A ) 
are precisely the M-projections on the Banach space A. 
We shall need the following technical result. 
LEMMA 6.4. Let A be a JBW*-triple and let ~q~(A) be the Banach space 
of bounded linear operators on A. Let B be a weak*-closed subtriple of A, and 
let ~(B) be the set of tripotents in B. Then, for every element a in B, the 
multiplication operator D( a, a) lies in the norm closure of the linear hull of the 
subset {D(u, u): u ~ ~(B)} of ~q~(A). 
Proof. Let a be an element in B, and let r(a) be its support ripotent 
in A. Notice that r(a) lies in the JBW*-triple B. Then a is an element in 
the JBW-algebra B2(r(a))sa. Let E > 0. By [21, Proposition 4.2.3] there 
exist pairwise orthogonal idempotents ul, u 2 . . . .  , u, in B2(r(a))sa (pairwise 
orthogonal tripotents in A) and real numbers tl, t z . . . .  , t~ such that 
a - -  t iu  i <_ E .  
i 
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Then, for all elements b in A, 
= ( a -  ~tiuiab}i=I 
"b a-- 
i i 
(,,a,,+ 
_< e(211alt + E)lfbll = (~2 .q_ 2~llall)llbll. 
! 
COROLLARY 6.5. Let A be a JBW*-triple, and let ~'(A) be the set of 
tripotents in A. A bounded linear operator T lies in the continuous centroid 
.~a(A) of A if and only if, for all elements u in ~'(A), 
TO(u, u) = D(u,  u)T. 
Proof. This follows immediately from Lemma 6.4 and Theorem 6.2. | 
Let A be a Jordan*-triple. A structural projection P on A that com- 
mutes with every structural projection on A is said to be central. It is now 
possible to proceed to the main result of this section. 
THEOREM 6.6. Let A be a JBW*-triple. Let Q be a structural projection 
on A with range im Q. Then the following are equivalent: 
(i) 
(ii) 
(iii) 
(iv) 
(v) 
triple J in 
(vi) 
(vii) 
The operator Q is a central structural projection. 
The operator Q lies in the centroid .2"( A ) of A. 
The operator Q is an M-projection on A. 
The subtriple imQ is an ideal in A. 
The subtriple imQ is compatible with every self-compatible sub- 
A. 
For every tripotent u in A, 
QD(u, u) = D(u,  u)Q. 
For every tripotent u in A, 
aP2(u) = P2(u)a. 
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(viii) For all elements a, b in A, 
{OabQa} = {aQba}. 
The 1-Peirce space (im Q)I relative to the subtriple im Q coincides (ix) 
with {0}. 
Proof (i) ~ (vi) For every tripotent u in A, the Peirce projections 
P2(u) and Po(u) are structural. Since 
2D(u, u) = id a + P2(u) - Po(u), 
it follows that Q commutes with D(u, u). 
(vi) ~ (ii) This follows by Corollary 6.5. 
(ii) =~ (iii) Since the structural projection Q is contractive, it lies in 
.Ub(A). By Proposition 6.1, Q is equal to Q*. It follows, by Lemma 6.3, that 
Q is an M-projection on the Banach space A. 
(iii) =~ (iv) It follows that imQ is an M-summand in A. The results of [3, 
22, 23] show that the M-summands of A coincide with its weak*-closed 
ideals. 
(iv) =~ (v) Since Q is a structural projection, it follows that imQ is a 
complemented i eal. The assertion now follows from Corollary 4.8. 
(v) =~ (i) This follows from Theorem 3.4. 
(i) =~ (vii) This is immediate. 
(vii) =~ (i) Let P be a structural projection. Let a be an element in A. 
By [11, Lemmas 3.2, 3.3, and 2.1] there exists a tripotent u in A such that 
Pa ~ A2(u) c imP. Hence, 
QPa = QPz(u)Pa  = P2(u)QPa  ~ im P. 
PQP = QP. 
Therefore, 
Let x be an element in the pre-dual Banach space A ,  of A. By [11, 
Theorem 5.3 and Lemma 5.2] there exists a tripotent v in A such that 
P ,  x ~ A2. ,(v) ___ im P , .  It follows that 
Q,P ,x  = Q,Pz (v ) ,e ,x  = (Pz (v )Q) ,e ,x  = (Qe2(v) ) ,P ,x  
= Pz(v) ,Q ,P ,x .  
This shows that Q ,  P ,  x is an element in im P , .  Hence, 
P ,Q,P ,  = Q,P , ,  
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and, by taking adjoints, 
PQ = POP. 
Therefore, Q and P commute. 
(iv) ** (viii) This follows from Theorem 4.5. 
(iv) ,~ (ix) Since im Q is a self-compatible subtriple, this is a conse- 
quence of Corollary 4.4. | 
COROLLARY 6.7. Let A be a JBW*-triple, and let I be a subtriple of A. 
The following are equivalent: 
The subtriple I is compatible with every self-compatible subtriple J (i) 
of A. 
(ii) 
(iii) 
(iv) 
Proof. 
The subtriple I is a self-compatible ideal 
The subtriple I is a complemented ideal. 
The subtriple I is a weak*-closed i eal. 
(i) =* (ii) Since A is a self-compatible subtriple, by Lemma 3.1, I 
is also self-compatible. Therefore, there exists a structural projection Q, 
the range of which coincides with L It follows, by Theorem 6.6, that I is an 
ideal. 
(ii) =, (i) This is similarly proved using Theorem 6.6. 
(ii) ,~ (iii) ,~ (iv) This follows from Lemma 5.1. | 
7. APPLICATIONS 
7.2. Abelian ]BW*- Triples 
A Jordan*-triple A is said to be abelian if, for all elements a, b, c, d, 
and e in A, 
{{abc}de} = {a{bcd}e} = {ab{cde}}. 
Likewise, by polarization, A is abelian if and only if, for all elements a, b 
in A, 
O(a, a)D(b,  b) = D(b,  b)D(a,  a). 
The previous results, particularly Theorem 6.6, lead to the following 
characterization of abelian JBW*-triples. 
THEOREM 7.1. Let A be a JBW*.triple, and let ~'( A)  be the collection of 
tripotents in A. For any element w in ~( A)  and j equal to 1 or 2, let Pj(w) be 
the jth Peirce projection relative to w with range A j(w). The following are 
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equivalent: 
(i) A is abelian. 
(ii) For all elements u, v in ~(A) ,  
D(u,  u )D(v ,  v) = D(v,  v )D(u ,  u). 
(iii) For all elements u, v in ~'(A), (Az(u), A2(v)) is a compatible pair 
of subtriples. 
A. 
(iv) The tripotents in A are pairwise compatible. 
(v) For all elements u, v in ~'(A), 
e2(u)P2(v) = edv)edu) .  
(vi) For every element u in ~'(A), P2(u) lies in the centroid .~(A) of 
(vii) For every element u in ~'(A), Pz(u) is an M-projection. 
(viii) For every element u in ~(A) ,  Az(u) is an ideal in A. 
(ix) For every element u in ~(A) ,  Al(U) coincides with {0}. 
Proof (i) ~ (ii) ~ (iii) ~ (vi) ~ (v) This is a consequence of Lemma 
6.4 and Theorem 3.4, since, for any tripotent w in A, D(w, w) is equal to 
D(A2(w)). 
(v) * (vi) * (vii) ,x, (viii) ,~ (ix) This follows from Theorem 6.6. 
(v) =~ (iii) By Theorem 6.6, A2(u) is compatible with every self-compati- 
ble subtriple. | 
THEOREM 7.2. A JBW*-triple A is abelian if and only if every structural 
projection P on A is central. 
Proof Let A be abelian, and let P be a structural projection. By 
Theorem 7.1, for every tripotent u in A, the structural projection PE(U) 
lies in the centroid .U(A). Therefore, by Theorem 6.6, for all tripotents u 
in A, 
Pz(u)P  = PP2(u), 
which, again by Theorem 6.6, implies that P is central. The converse is an 
immediate consequence of Theorem 7.1. | 
7.2. W*-Algebras 
An important example of a JBW*-triple is that of a W*-algebra [29-31]. 
Let A be a W*-algebra with unit element 1. The triple product is given, 
for elements a, b, c in A, by 
{abc} = ½(ab*c + cb*a). 
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Let ~9~(A) denote the collection of self-adjoint idempotents in A. Clearly, 
for every element e in ~(A) ,  the element 1 - e (denoted by e') lies again 
in ~(A) .  An element z in .~(A) is said to be central if, for all elements a
in A, za = az. The tripotents in A are precisely the partial isometries, that 
is, elements u in A such that uu*, u*u lie in ~(A).  
It follows, by Lemma 5.1 and [15, Theorem 5.1], that every self-compati- 
ble subtriple of A is a Peirce inner ideal. Moreover, by [13, Theorems 3.16 
and 3.10], for each self-compatible subtriple J in A, there exist elements 
e,f in ~(A)  with the same central support such that J coincides with the 
subspace eAf. The Peirce projections and the multiplication operator 
associated with J are as follows, for all elements in A: 
P2( J)a = ear, 
Pl( J)a = e'af + eaf', 
Po( J)a = e'af', 
D( J )a  = ½(ea + af). 
Every subspace of the form eAr, where e, f are elements in ~(A) ,  is a 
self-compatible subtriple. 
THEOREM 7.3. Let A be a W*-algebra, and let I and J be self-compatible 
subtriples of A. Let e, f, p, q be self-adjoint idempotents in A such that I 
coincides with eAf , J coincides with pAq, and e, f (resp. p, q) have the same 
central support. Then (I, J) is a compatible pair of subtriples if and only if 
ep=pe,  fq=qf .  
Proof. If (I, J )  is a compatible pair, then, by Theorem 3.4, for all 
elements a in A, 
p(e(paq) + (paq) f )q  = e(paq) + (paq)f,  
p'(e(p'aq') + (p 'aq' ) f )q '= e(p'aq') + (p'aq')f. 
Multiplying (24) on the left by p' and (25) on the left by p yields 
p' epaq = O, pep' aq' = O. 
(24) 
(25) 
Choosing a equal to pep' in the first equation and a equal to 1 in the 
second equation gives 
(p'ep)(pep')q = O, pep'= (pep')q. 
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Therefore, 
(pep')* (pep') = (p'  ep)(pep') = O, 
which implies that pep' is equal to 0. Hence, 
pe = pep = ( pep)* = ep. 
Similarly, we obtain 
qf = fq. 
The converse is straightforward. |
Let A be a W*-Algebra. Recall that a linear projection P on A is 
structural if and only if, for all elements a and b in A, 
Pab*Pa = P(  a( Pb)* a). 
Such a map is automatically contractive and weak*-to-weak*-continuous. 
By [11, Theorem 6.1], for each structural projection P on A, there exist 
elements e and f in .~(A) such that, for all elements a in A, Pa = ear. 
Furthermore, every mapping a ~ ear, where e, f are self-adjoint idempo- 
tents in A, is a structural projection on A. 
COROLLARY 7.4. Let A be a W*-Algebra. Then 
(i) For each central self-adjoint idempotent z in A, the mapping a ~ za 
is a central structural projection. 
(ii) For each central structural projection P, there exists a unique central 
self-adjoint idempotent z such that, for all elements a in A, 
Pa=za .  
Proof. (i) This follows immediately from the definition of a central 
structural projection. 
(ii) Let P be a central structural projection. Then there exist elements 
e, f in ~(A)  with the same central support such that, for all elements a in 
A, Pa is equal to ear. By Theorem 7.3 and by spectral theory for 
W*-algebras, e and f are central self-adjoint idempotents. Then ef is also 
a central self-adjoint idempotent, and, for all elements a in A, Pa is equal 
to (ef)a. If, for central elements z 1, z 2 and for all elements a in A, 
Zaa = Zza, then, by setting a = z a nd a = z , z 1 = ZzZ 1 = Z IZ  2 = Z 2. m 
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7.3. Hilbert Spaces 
Let (H,  ( • ,. )) be a Hilbert space. The reflexive Banach space H is a 
nonabelian JBW*-triple. The triple product is given, for elements a, b, c in 
H, by 
{abc} = l ( (a ,b )c  + (c ,b )a ) .  
A nonzero element u in H is a tripotent if and only if (u, u)  is equal to 1. 
Let M be a subspace of H and let M '  be its orthogonal complement. 
Every subspace M of  H is a subtriple, and the annihilator M ± of M ¢ {0} 
is equal to {0}. A subspace is a self-compatible subtriple if and only if it is 
norm-closed. 
It follows that the commutator  H(M,  N)  of a pair (M, N)  of self-com- 
patible subtriples is equal to the subspace 
MAN$MAN'$M'oN~M'oN' .  
It is the orthogonal complement H(M,  NY  of H(M,  N)(dim H > 1) in 
which the subspaces M and N are considered to be in "generic position" 
(compare Halmos in [20]). 
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